Applications
- Alfresco kitchen carcasses
- Locker carcasses
- Exhibition display units
- Point of sale displays

Sizing Options
- Sheet size: 2440 x 1220 mm
- Use: Indoor or Outdoor
- Thickness: 16mm
- Finish: Black or White

Properties
- Water resistant
- Lightweight
- Self-extinguishing
- Easily fabricated
- High quality, Mildew proof

Q-Board Foamed PVC Panels are versatile lightweight panels that have many applications, such as alfresco kitchen carcasses, decorative screens, 3D wall panels, locker carcasses and displays. They are lightweight, strong and water resistant. Q-Board Foamed PVC Panels are an expanded PVC thermoplastic sheet which, due to its closed cell structure, can be converted into component parts by all conventional fabrication methods and techniques.

Q-Board Foamed PVC Panels are suitable for use as internal carcasses in both cabinetry and alfresco kitchens. They cannot be used for structural wall cladding, building facades, balustrades, shelving, doors, railings or swimming pool surrounds. Q-Board Foamed PVC Panels must not be used as a fireplace or BBQ surround as it is a combustible material. As with most surfaces exposed to outdoor conditions over prolonged time, some change in colour and appearance of the surface may occur. Q-Board Foamed PVC Panels are not suitable for prolonged direct exposure to UV light.
PERSPEX® - CAST ACRYLIC

- Offers subtle changes in appearance depending on light source and direction
- Excellent environmental credentials
- 100% recyclable

PERSPEX® - PEARLSCENT

- Perspex® Spectrum colours have been specially formulated to give optimised colour performance, with both transmitted and reflected light using white LEDs. With improved diffusion of light and elimination of LED ‘hotspots’ the range facilitates slimmer designs.

- Excellent environmental credentials and cost savings
- Custom colour matching service available
- 100% recyclable
- Hygienic - Perspex® is compliant with EU Food Contact Regulations.

PERSPEX® - IMPRESSIONS RANGE

- Perspex® Impressions adds an extra dimension to Perspex® (acrylic). Customize the Perspex® surface and create a unique pattern created exclusively with design trends in mind. with design and texture inherent in the sheet meaning the pattern will not rub off or delaminated.

- Even illumination
- Brighter reflected and transmitted colours
- Perspex® 10-year outdoor guarantee * Conditions Apply
- 12 colours optimised for white LEDs

PERSPEX® - PASTELS

- Perspex® PASTELS; the cooler and softer side of the Perspex® acrylic spectrum. This range combines an array of tones whilst capturing the imagination beyond its limits with a hint of mouth-watering pastel colours to choose from, and two flawless finishes in one sheet.

- 9 Pattern Colours
- Perspex® 10-year outdoor guarantee * Conditions Apply
- Custom colour matching service available
- Environmental benefits and cost savings
- Slim light boxes
- Even illumination
- Brighter reflected and transmitted colours
- Perspex® 10-year outdoor guarantee * Conditions Apply

PERSPEX® - NATURALS RANGE

- Perspex® NATURALS; the warmer and richer side of the Perspex® acrylic spectrum. This striking compilation of tones will further your imagination beyond its limits with a hint of mouth-watering pastel colours to choose from, and two flawless finishes in one sheet.

- 6 Pattern Colours
- Perspex® 10-year outdoor guarantee * Conditions Apply
- Unique glass & textured finish combination on one sheet
- Excellent environmental credentials
- 100% recyclable

PERSPEX® - FROST

- Perspex® Frost has a double-sided matte surface, which gives an effect similar to that of sand-blasted or etched glass. PERSPEX® Frost is available in subtle shades of clear and white, providing an effect similar to frosted glass.

- Easy to shape, form and fabricate
- Excellent environmental credentials
- 100% recyclable

PERSPEX® - PEARLSCENT

- PERSPEX® Pearlescent is a single-sided product that uses light and shade to good effect; the light is reflected from the surface at different angles due to the orientation of the metallic flakes.

- Custom colour matching service available
- Hygienic - Perspex® is compliant with EU Food Contact Regulations.

PERSPEX® - IMPRESSIONS RANGE

- Perspex® Impressions add an extra dimension to Perspex® (acrylic). Customize the Perspex® surface and create a unique pattern created exclusively with design trends in mind. with design and texture inherent in the sheet meaning the pattern will not rub off or delaminated.

- Unique Colours
- Perspex® 10-year outdoor guarantee * Conditions Apply
- Unique aesthetics, easy to shape, form and fabricate
- Excellent environmental credentials
- 100% recyclable
- Hygienic - Perspex® is compliant with EU Food Contact Regulations.

PERSPEX® - PEARLSCENT

- PERSPEX® Pearlescent is a single-sided product that uses light and shade to good effect; the light is reflected from the surface at different angles due to the orientation of the metallic flakes.

- Custom colour matching service available
- Hygienic - Perspex® is compliant with EU Food Contact Regulations.

PERSPEX® - PEARLSCENT

- PERSPEX® Pearlescent is a single-sided product that uses light and shade to good effect; the light is reflected from the surface at different angles due to the orientation of the metallic flakes.

- Custom colour matching service available
- Hygienic - Perspex® is compliant with EU Food Contact Regulations.